Shaping Porous Materials for Hydrogen Storage Applications: A Review
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Abstract: Development of safe and effective hydrogen storage systems becomes a critical factor for further implementation of fuel cell and hydrogen technologies. Among new approaches aimed at improving the performance of such systems, the concept of porous materials-based adsorptive hydrogen storage is now considered as a long-term solution due to the reversibility, good kinetics and absence of thermal management issues. However, the low packing densities associated with the porous materials such as carbon structure materials, zeolites, metal-organic frameworks lead to the compromised volumetric capacity, potential pipe contaminations and difficulties in handling, when introducing the powdered adsorbents into hydrogen storage systems. Some efforts have been devoted to solve this problem by shaping the porous materials into beads, pellets or monoliths and achieve higher storage densities at more moderate temperatures and pressures.

This review will firstly state the essential properties of shaped structures for hydrogen adsorption, and then highlight the recent attributes that potentially can be utilized to shape porous materials into specific configurations for hydrogen storage applications. Later, several testing techniques on structured porous material will be also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is critically important to develop the safe and effective hydrogen storage systems to ensure the further utilisation of hydrogen as fuel into fuel cell technologies. Hydrogen is a renewable fuel for providing future energy needs with a high gravimetric energy density of 120 kJ g⁻¹, and 4 kg hydrogen enable a typical car to travel about 400 km [1]. However, due to its very low volumetric energy density, such amount of hydrogen requires a tank with a volume of about 400 L at a pressure of 15 MPa, and this volume can be only lowered down to 100 L at a pressure of 70 MPa (Figure 1) [2]. Although hydrogen tanks with working pressures of 35 MPa and 70 MPa have been certified worldwide, tanks with such large volumes would make engineering work costly to safely store highly pressurized hydrogen. The safety concern of high pressures can be likely worked out by liquefaction with substantially reduced pressure, but it is not an economically option with the issues of liquefaction, engineered tank and hydrogen boil-off. Clearly, it remains stressful for the implementation of hydrogen as a competing fuel for its further utilisation without safe and effective techniques for its storage.

Materials-based adsorption storage, hydrogen gas as an adsorbed species within a suitable porous adsorbent [3-8], seems more efficient from reversibility, ease of fuelling and absence of thermal management issues, and is now considered as a long-term solution to meet stringent volumetric targets and offer low-pressure hydrogen storage [9]. Recent research efforts have demonstrated their ability to achieve higher storage capacities than that of traditional steel hydrogen cylinders (i.e. 1 wt.% H₂) [10,11]. However, the low packing densities associated with the porous materials such as carbon structure materials, zeolites, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) result in the compromised volumetric capacity, potential pipe contamination and difficulties in handling, when the selected powdered adsorbents have to be introduced into a tank with pipe fittings. Some efforts have been made by Ford, BASF and University of Michigan to shape MOFs materials into application-specific configurations, and achieve higher storage densities at more moderate pressures to satisfy the driving range requirements [12-14]. For the shaped structures of porous materials as beads, pellets or monoliths, an appropriate mechanical strength is firstly essential to achieve low abrasion in packed beds. Secondly, a low flow resistance is expected to ensure a low-pressure drop. Thirdly, an intact or higher secondary surface area and pore volume is also desired for better hydrogen storage performance. Finally, the shaping process must be simple and cost effective.

With these in mind, this review will firstly state the essential properties of shaped structures for hydrogen
absorption, and then highlight the recent attributes that potentially can be utilized to shape porous materials into specific configurations for hydrogen storage applications. Later, several testing techniques on the shaped structures are also discussed.

2. ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES OF SHAPED STRUCTURES

For the integrated hydrogen storage systems to provide sufficient amount of hydrogen fuel for the target fuel cell system, the constraints are closely related to the properties of the packed materials, such as hydrogen storage capacity, mechanical property, thermal conductivity, hydrogen charge/discharge kinetics, cost, cycle life, and purity of released hydrogen [15-17]. The hydrogen storage capacity of shaped structures from a given porous material depends on their packing densities, secondary surface areas and pore volumes. It is recommended to optimize the shaping condition to balance the higher densities, secondary surface area and pore volume. Good mechanical property of the shaped structure is essential to resist abrasion and possible attrition from a real hydrogen storage practice, which depends firstly on the property of the given material itself, and secondly on the applied pressure or additives added during the shaping process. The kinetics of a materials-based hydrogen supply system, from a practical standpoint, determine the rate at which the packed materials can supply hydrogen to the target fuel cell system to maintain a desired power load or conversely, the rate at which the packed materials can be refuelled [18]. The thermal conductivity of the shaped structures determines the design of the hydrogen storage system and its performance in applications. Given a shaped structure exhibits extremes of thermal conductivity behaviour and a heat exchanger will be needed within the storage vessel, the extra space and mass associated with this heat exchanger will inevitably lower the volumetric and gravimetric density of such hydrogen storage system. Thus, the sufficient thermal conductivity of the shaped structures would minimize the need for auxiliary thermal components and lead to improved system performance. Hydrogen charge/discharge kinetics on shaped structure relies on permeability and diffusivity of hydrogen gas into the shaped structure. Apart from the system’s performance metric, cost is another crucial factor when evaluating the candidate storage technologies. Therefore, extensive use of expensive materials has to be avoided and cost-effective shaping process need to be verified. Although it is not always necessary to perform the cycling tests on the materials-based hydrogen storage systems at the early stage, it is important to identify any obvious degradation in capacity or kinetics of a given shaped structure at a fraction of the cycling target. The purity of the released hydrogen from the storage systems is critical for the performance of the fuel cell stacks, and necessary preliminary studies can provide information to guide materials selections [19].
3. SHAPING TECHNIQUES

Shaping techniques such as pressing, powder extrusion and template method are the ways to form powdered porous materials into complex shapes. The shaped structures with high mechanical stabilities offer to pack uniformly, maximize the bulk density, lessen wasted space in the storage vessel and resist attrition [20]. The selection of those shaping techniques however depends on the preparation methods and texture properties of the chosen porous materials.

3.1. Mechanical or Hydraulic Pressing

Mechanical or hydraulic pressing are widely selected for the shaping of dry powdered materials, but the production volumes of such method are normally low. Various bench top pellet presses provide a convenient and economical means for compressing powdered materials into pellet or tablet form without incurring the cost normally associated with expensive tablet making machinery. A pellet press is usually a stand-alone accessory with a lever arm, and different range of die sizes can be made from die sets. The produced pellets are cylindrical in shape with flat ends, certain height and thickness, depending upon the amount of material compressed and the force applied. The conventional pressing methods consist of mixing the active component with a selected binder, compression and moulding using a press and finally, pyrolysis to improve the binder properties and decrease the weight of binder in the pellets. The chosen binder helps to keep the active particles in a compressed state, and the shaped structures with enhanced properties are accessible with optimized shaping process. For the gas adsorption applications, the weight of the chosen binder should be added just enough to produce pellets with good mechanical properties, and meantime, its pyrolysis must not produce pore blocking of the powdered component. The chosen adsorbents in this regard include carbon [21-29] and MOFs porous materials [30], and the chosen binders cover humic acid-derived sodium salt [21], polyvinyl alcohol [21, 23,24,30], novolac phenolic resin [21], proprietary binder [21], Teflon [21] and adhesive cellulose-based binder [21], polyvinyl pyrrolidone [23,24], sodium derived carboxymethyl-cellulose sodium salt [23,24], Polytetrafluoroethylene [25,26], polyvinyl dichloride [27], phenolic resin [28]. The study from Lozano-Castelló et al. [21] showed that proprietary binder produced carbon monoliths with the best equilibrium between adsorption capacity and piece density, and no diffusion problems were presented for methane adsorption from kinetic study. The study on hydrogen storage capacity of a 1 L container filled with such monoliths was estimated to the 39.3 g H₂ at 4 MPa and 77 K [22]. Balathanigaimani et al. [23,24] proposed to consider the piece density for the effective design of the adsorption-based H₂ gas storage system. Singer group [25] observed the detrimental effect of the PTFE polymer was greatest for large pores (>1.5 nm) and small particle sizes (<1.5 nm). The best-performing sample displayed excess and total volumetric capacities of 0.021 and 29 g H₂·L⁻¹, respectively, at 77 K and 4 MPa hydrogen pressure. Kunowsky et al. [27] obtained a hydrogen adsorption capacity of 1 wt.% in its mechanically resistant monolith form at 298 K. In the study of Biloe et al. [29], activated carbon was firstly coated with a thermoplastic binder and mixed with expanded natural graphite powder before being pressed into composite blocks. These composite blocks of 10–30% weight ratio of expanded natural graphite showed good methane adsorption capacities and good heat and mass transfer properties.

Although a binder can effectively increase the bulk density of powdered component, most of the binders used for this purpose reduce the adsorption performance of the powdered materials, since most of the commercial binders do not absorb gas and alternatively block the microporosity [30]. In some cases, activation can be conducted to re-develop the microporosity of the shaped structures [31], but this additional step is costly. Therefore, some efforts were made on carbonization [32], chemical activation [33,34], hot-pressing [35-38] to verify the binder-less methods for shaping powder materials. Typically, the total surface area and pore volume will be decreased with the increased bulk densities of the shaped structures in compression pressure. Surprisingly, both the surface area and micropore volume were found increased from hot-pressing treatment, and the reduced average micropore size was also tunable by simply adjusting a pressure in the treatment. Obviously, a binder-less consolidated disc or monolithic structure without loss of micropore volume is preferred because it can be manufactured with higher bulk density and can be adapted to the shape of the container [39].

Joint research between Ford motor company, BASF and University of Michigan showed that higher densities of MOF-5 materials can be achieved by mechanical compaction [40] without any binders, and thermal conductivity of MOF-5 pellets can be enhanced with additive of expanded natural graphite powder [41-45]. A 350% increase in volumetric H₂ density was
achieved on the pellet density of 0.5 g·cm⁻³ with only minor losses in gravimetric density. Other shaped MOFs structures such as MOF-177 monoliths [46,47], MIL-101 (Cr) monoliths [48,49], Cu₃(BTC)₂ and UiO-66 pellets [50], CPO-27-Ni pellets [51,52] were also obtained by binder-less pressing and achieved enhanced volumetric hydrogen storage capacities. Interesting results from Peterson et al. [50] that the Cu₃(BTC)₂ pressed materials showed reduced porosity, while the UiO-66 surface area remained consistent for all pressed samples.

### 3.2. Powder Extrusion

In a typical powder extrusion process, a suitable binder is firstly added into the active material to provide adequate plasticity for forming, and a rotating screw, together with heaters, heats the material and continuously pushes it through a die with the shape of the profile. After the die, the profile is cooled by air or water and cut into desired lengths. The production volumes of extrusion are normally much higher compared to the pressing method. Kim et al. [53] prepared Cu₃(BTC)₂ pellets (1 cm² width and 0.1 cm thickness) on a home-made extruder by using polyvinyl alcohol as a binder. The pellets showed lower catalytic properties than powder counterpart because of the increased pore diffusion resistance. Jasra et al. [54] indicated that the use of clay-type binders during pelletization of zeolites significantly affects the sorption and catalytic properties of the zeolite powder and mordenite. Küsgens et al. [55] extruded MOFs-based monoliths by using methyl hydroxyl propyl cellulose and methoxy functionalized siloxane ether as additive. The resulting monolithic Cu₃(BTC)₂ structures have a specific surface area of 484 m²·g⁻¹ and showed a high mechanical stability of 320 N.

### 3.3. Template Techniques

The applied templates in the template shaping techniques can be solids and emulsions. Solid-template are commonly used to form samples with desired shapes and ordered morphology. Silica monoliths [56,57], polymerized resorcinol [58-60], carbonized p-toluenesulfonic acid/glucose/resorcinol [61], ceramic titanium carbide [62], zeolite membrane [63] were used as templates from earlier work. The monolithic carbide-derived carbon synthesized by Yeon et al. [62] exhibited enhanced volumetric hydrogen storage capacity of 35 g·L⁻¹, which was about 58% greater compared to powder equivalents at 25 °C and 60 bar. Emulsion-templated technique, in general, involves forming a high internal phase emulsion and locking in the structure of the continuous phase, usually by reaction-induced phase separation such as sol-gel chemistry or free-radical polymerization. Subsequent removal of the internal phase (i.e. the emulsion droplets) gives rise to a porous replica of the emulsion [64]. O’Neill group [65] prepared a series of mono-disperse mm-sized MOF spherical beads using an emulsion-templated oil/water/oil sedimentation polymerization technique. The resulting composites displayed hierarchical porosity with macro-/micro pores, and the degree of microporosity in the composites can be tuned by modulating the concentration of the reactants in the MOF synthesis. They also pointed out that any polymer scaffold with appropriate functionality, in principle, could be employed to prepare such materials with responsive functionality and enhanced properties over the individual MOFs components.

### 4. TESTING TECHNIQUES ON SHAPED STRUCTURES

Apart from the testing techniques such as skeletal density, X-Ray diffraction patterns (XRD), Scanning electron microscope (SEM), Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA), thermal conductivity, textural properties and hydrogen storage capacity, we here only discuss crush strength, drop test, tumbler test, permeability, diffusivity and H₂ concentration.

#### 4.1. Crush Strength

The crush strength is used to evaluate the performance of the shaped structures to resist abrasion and possible attrition from a real hydrogen storage practice. Purewal et al. [42,43] tested the cylindrical MOF-5 pellets with flat ends on a mechanical testing system. The prepared pellets in certain dimensions were compressed on their side between two platen anvils at a rate of 0.5 mm·min⁻¹ until mechanical failure, detectable as a drop in applied load and pellets broken. Küsgens et al. [55] measured the mechanical stability of Cu₃(BTC)₂ monoliths using a Zwick 1455 (Ulm, Germany) with a 1000 N force sensor at a test speed of 20 mm·min⁻¹. The preliminary test force was set to 0.5 N, and samples were cut in small pieces (dimensions: 3.5 mm × 5 mm × 8 mm).

#### 4.2. Drop Test and Tumbler Test

For those shaped structure presenting as spherical shapes, the degree of degradation is dependent on the
severity of the handling treatment and the physical properties of the shaped pellets such as hardness, elasticity, cleavage and fracture, which differ not only from materials to materials, binders to binders, but also shaped sizes to sizes for the same material. The impact forces are the chief factor when the shaped pellets fall freely from different heights, or attrition occurs when hydrogen storage unit rolls, slides and vibrates. The degradation characteristics due to pellets breakage during handling can be evaluated by drop test, which is conducted in the vicinity of 0.5 m onto 10 mm thick steel plate [66]. The friability of shaped pellets can also be defined as the physical property of shaped pellets which express their tendency to be reduced in sized handling as a result of external forces such as impact and attrition [67,68]. Therefore, tumbler drum test, commonly used in the mineral field, can be used to estimate the friability of the shaped pellets due to attrition or abrasion during handling [69]. O’Neill et al. [65] mechanically stirred the MOF@PAM (PAM=macroporous poluacrylamide) beads for several hours in EtOH by means of a magnetic stirring flea, and the absence of breakage or MOF degradation allowed them to conclude that macroporous polymer scaffolds could stabilize bulk crystalline MOFs to mechanical attrition.

4.3. Permeability, Diffusivity and H₂ Concentration

Porosity and permeability refer to geometrical property and physical property of a porous hydrogen storage material, respectively. More clearly, porosity is a measure of the gas/fluid storage capacity of a porous material, whereas permeability describes the conductivity of a porous material with respect to gas/fluid flow. Thus, permeability is related to the connectedness of the void spaces and the pore size of the porous medium, and can be calculated using a formula widely known as Darcy’s law [70]:

$$Q = \frac{K \Delta P \cdot A}{\mu \Delta x}$$

Where

- $Q$ = the flow rate (m³/s);
- $K$ = the permeability coefficient of the shaped pellet;
- $\Delta P$ = the pressure drop across in the direction of the H₂ flow;
- $A$ = the cross sectional area of the shaped pellet (m²);
- $\Delta x$ = the flow length or thickness of testing sample in the direction of the H₂ flow;
- $\mu$ = the viscosity of H₂ gas (Pa.s).

For each experimental point, the hydrogen viscosity can be referred to Gas Viscosity Calculator [71], where the viscosity of hydrogen at different temperatures can be calculated using Sutherland’s formula [72]:

$$\mu = \mu_0 \left(\frac{a}{b}\right)^{\frac{T}{T_0}}$$

$\mu_0$ = reference viscosity in centipoise at reference temperature $T_0$;

$a = 0.555T_0 + C$

$b = 0.555T + C$

Where

- $\mu$ = viscosity in centipoise at input temperature $T$;
- $\mu_0$ = reference viscosity in centipoise at reference temperature $T_0$;
- $T$ = input temperature in degree Rankine;
- $T_0$ = reference temperature in degrees Rankine;
- $C$ = Sutherland’s constant

The permeability coefficient $K$ depends on the combination of the gas and porous material used. The greater the value of $K$, the higher will be the flow rate of a gas through a material. The permeability coefficient can be used for ranking porous media in gas adsorption and spreading rate and for estimation of pore size [73-76].

In the work of Xu et al. [45], a setup for H₂ permeability measurement was built as shown in Figure 2. The tested pellet was secured in the sample holder using silicone adhesive sealant sealing around the sample edge. The effective gas flow diameter $d$ was 1.00 cm, and the sample thickness $h$ was 0.5 cm (Figure 2b). The pressure drop was calculated from the upstream and downstream pressures, measured by two pressure transducers $P_1$ and $P_2$, respectively. The temperature of the sample was recorded by a thermocouple positioned downstream about 5 mm near the sample. All the measurement was based on computer equipped with a data acquisition module. A liquid N₂ Dewar was used for the cryogenic H₂ transport measurements at 77 K (see Figure 2a). The negative thermal-expansion coefficient of shaped MOF-5 structure helped to secure the seal between the sample and the sample holder [77,78].
The \( H_2 \) diffusivity in shaped structure under steady flow conditions was calculated based on the measured pressure drop at each flow fate and one dimension (1-D) Fick’s first law:

\[
D_f = \frac{JRTh}{\Delta P} \tag{3}
\]

Where:

- \( D_f \) = the Fick’s diffusivity or diffusion coefficient (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\));
- \( J \) = the gas mole flux per square meter at steady flow state (mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\));
- \( R \) = the ideal gas constant 8.3145 J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\);
- \( T \) = gas temperature (K);
- \( h \) = the sample thickness (m);
- \( \Delta P \) = the pressure drop.

Subsequently, the \( H_2 \) concentration in the sample was derived using Fick’s second law:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = D_f \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial \chi^2} \tag{4}
\]

At time \( t = 0 \), the initial upstream and the downstream background \( H_2 \) concentration are constant \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), respectively. For \( H_2 \) diffusion in a 1-D half infinite length sample, \( H_2 \) concentration at position \( \chi \) (cm) away from the upstream surface and time \( t \) can be expressed as:

\[
C(t, \chi) = C_1 - (C_1 - C_2) \text{erf} \left( \frac{\chi}{2\sqrt{D_f t}} \right) \tag{5}
\]

5. CONCLUSIONS

Hydrogen energy is one of the renewable fuels for providing future energy needs without harming the environment. However, hydrogen has a very low volumetric energy density, and the development of the effective systems to store hydrogen is a key factor for its further utilisation. Among the storage options, porous materials-based adsorptive hydrogen storage systems have proved their capabilities to achieve higher storage capacities than that of traditional steel hydrogen cylinders at lower pressures. Equally important with the discovery of various porous materials for hydrogen storage, the integration of those given materials into a hydrogen storage system remains another engineering challenge. The porous materials obtained from conventional synthesis methods are normally loose powders with low packing densities, which lead to the low volumetric capacity, potential pipe contaminations and difficulties in...
handling. Therefore, the shaped structures such as beads, pellets or monoliths are expected instead of the powdered porous materials.

Several techniques such as pressing, powder extrusion and template methods have been used to form the chosen porous materials into complex shapes. Among these shaping techniques, the production volume from extrusion is normally higher than the other two, but pressing method provides a convenient and economical means for shaping powdered materials into structures without incurring the cost associated with expensive machinery. The shaped structures are expected to offer high mechanical stability, low moisture sensitivity, high packing density, and high hydrogen storage capacity. A proper binder helps to increase the bulk density of the powdered material, however, most of the binders used for this purpose reduce the adsorption performance of the active storage materials, since they do not adsorb hydrogen and alternatively block the microporosity. In certain cases, activation can be applied to re-develop the microporosity of the shaped structure, but this additional step is costly. For the gas adsorption applications, the weight of the chosen binder should be added just enough to produce shaped structure with good mechanical properties, and the later pyrolysis must not produce pore blocking of the active component. Some binder-less methods have been developed to minimize the loss of total surface area and pore volume from pores blockage. Interestingly, both the surface area and micropore volume increase from hot-pressing treatment, and the reduced average micropore size can also be tuned by simply adjusting the pressure in the treatment.

For the shaped structures, an appropriate mechanical strength is firstly essential to achieve low abrasion in packed beds. Secondly, a low flow resistance is expected to ensure a low-pressure drop. Thirdly, an intact or higher secondary surface area and pore volume is also desired for hydrogen adsorption. Finally, the production process must be simple and cost effective. Some preliminary information can be obtained on crush strength, drop test, tumbler test, permeability and diffusivity to guide the materials and processes selection.
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